The nuclear pore complex controls the passage of molecules via hydrophobic phenylalanine-22 glycine (FG) domains on nucleoporins. Such FG-domains consist of repeating units of FxFG, 23 FG, or GLFG sequences, which can be interspersed with highly charged amino acid sequences. 24
Abstract: 21
The nuclear pore complex controls the passage of molecules via hydrophobic phenylalanine-22 glycine (FG) domains on nucleoporins. Such FG-domains consist of repeating units of FxFG, 23 FG, or GLFG sequences, which can be interspersed with highly charged amino acid sequences. 24
Despite the high density of charge exhibited in certain FG-domains, if and how charge influences 25 FG-domain self-assembly and selective binding of nuclear transport receptors is largely 26 unexplored. Studying how individual charged amino acids contribute to nuclear pore selectivity 27 is challenging with modern in vivo and in vitro techniques due to the complexity of nucleoporin 28 sequences. Here, we present a rationally designed approach to deconstruct essential components 29 of nucleoporins down to 14 amino acid sequences. With these nucleoporin-based peptides, we 30 systematically dissect how charge type and placement of charge influences self-assembly and 31 selective binding of FG-containing gels. Specifically, we find that charge type determines which 32 hydrophobic substrates FG sequences recognize while spatial localization of charge tunes 33 hydrophobic self-assembly and receptor selectivity of FG sequences. 34
Introduction 44
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a megadalton structure that controls the exchange of material 45 between the nucleus and cytoplasm (1-3) through a combination of passive and facilitated 46 diffusion. Above a ~30 kDa cutoff, proteins require complexation with nuclear transport 47 receptors (NTRs) to efficiently translocate at rates of nearly one thousand molecules per second 48 (4-7). This fast translocation rate relies on transient interactions between hydrophobic 49 phenylalanine-glycine (FG) domains on intrinsically disordered FG-containing nucleoporins 50 (FG-nups) and hydrophobic patches on NTRs (1, 5, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Without such assistance of NTRs, FG sequences should play an essential role in FG-mediated molecular recognition and therefore 58 determine the organization and selectivity of the nuclear pore (4,6,21-24). However, due to the 59 complexity and redundancy of FG-nups within NPCs, a systematic biochemical dissection of the 60 amino acid space surrounding individual FG sequences has remained an experimental challenge. 61
62
In this study, we investigate if and how electrostatic interactions surrounding FG sequences tailor 63 both the self-assembly of FG sequences and the selective recognition of hydrophobic substrates. 64
For systematic dissection of how charge type and localization influence FG-mediated selectivity, 65
full FG-domains are too degenerate and complex to provide insight into how single amino acids 66 contribute to selectivity. To overcome this challenge, we established a novel approach that uses 67 short peptides. The use of peptides and polypeptides has previously been essential in design of 68 other minimalistic polymer-based biomaterials such as extracellular matrices (25), silk proteins 69 (26,27), and elastin-like polypeptides (28-30). While peptides may not recapitulate all properties 70 of the original protein, they allow for mechanistic dissection of structure and function at the 71 single amino acid level. Here, peptides can be designed to represent the essential components of 72 charged FG-nups, allow for single amino acid substitutions, and can be engineered to self-73 assemble into hydrogels mimicking the high density of FG-domains found in certain FG-nups. 74 With this peptide system, we show how the amino acids surrounding FG sequences has a 75 significant impact on hydrophobic interactions necessary for molecular recognition of substrates 76 and self-assembly. Choice of anionic and cationic residues is able to reverse the selective 77 recognition of the FG-based gels. This allows for FG sequences to discriminate between 78 substrates exhibiting various types of hydrophobic domains using a combination of hydrophobic 79 and electrostatic interactions. Moreover, spatial localization of charge determines the degree to 80 which electrostatic interactions influence hydrophobic interactions with FG sequences. Lastly, 81
we find that the choice of charged residues such as lysine, arginine, glutamic acid, and aspartic 82 acid have different contributions to the self-assembly of FG sequences while electrostatic 83
properties dominate for molecular recognition. 84
85
Results 86
As a model FG-nup to base our FG-domain mimicking peptides on, we chose the yeast 87 nucleoporin Nsp1 as it is essential in Saccharomyces cerevisieae (31) and contains a repeating 88 subsequence (284-553) with a high density of charge ( Figure 1A ). Sequence analysis of 15-89 repeats of FG-domains in Nsp1 284-553 reveals a non-uniform distribution of charge in the 90 sequence space separating FG sequences (here, specifically, we use the FSFG sequence). 91
Cationic residues can be found near the center and edges of the repeat whereas anionic amino 92 acids reside at least three positions away from FSFG sequences ( Figure 1B ). Moreover, we find 93 several highly conserved lysines (K) situated two to three amino acids away from the FG-domain 94 at positions 6 and 17 and a conserved glutamic acid (E) at position 9 ( Figure 1A) . The non-95 uniformity in conserved charge distributions and amino acid identity suggest that charge and 96 biochemical properties of amino acid sidechains may play an essential role in governing how 97 neighboring FG sequences respond to environmental substrates and that significant function can 98 be encoded in the non self-assembling domains of FG-nups. 99
100
For testing each of the parameters of charge type, placement, and sidechain biochemistry and 101 how they affect FG function, we synthesized the consensus Nsp1 peptide sequence and also a 102 simplified 14 amino acid version. The deconstructed peptides consist of two terminal FSFG 103 sequences with neighboring charged or neutral amino acids. To establish how the presence of 104 charge affects FG-mediated selectivity, we designed the peptide sequence 105 FSFGAXAAXAFSFG, where X is either a lysine (K), glutamic acid (E) or a neutral serine (S) as 106 seen in Figure 1C . Since lysine overall is the most highly conserved residue in this wildtype 107 Nsp1 subsequence, we use the lysine-containing peptide as the reference for all other 108 experimental comparisons (termed FGAK peptide). To determine if the selectivity properties of 109 FG-domains could be reversed by switching neighboring charge types, we synthesized the 110 anionic peptide FGAE. As a control of how the presence of charge influences FG function, we 111 synthesized the neutral FGAS-peptide in which the lysines have been converted to serines. To 112 test how the spatial localization of lysines affect FG function, we designed two variants of 113 FGAK in which the lysines have been placed directly adjacent to the FG-domain or separated by 114 two alanines (termed FGK and FGA 2 K, respectively, Figure 1D ). Last, it appears that only 115 certain charged amino acids such as lysines and glutamic acids (E) exhibit 100% conservation at 116 positions 6, 9, and 17 ( Figure 1A ), suggesting amino acid biochemistries may also regulate FG-117 based molecular recognition. To test how chemical structures of the amino acid sidechains 118 affects structure and function of FG-domains, we designed a third class of peptides in which the 119 lysines are replaced with cationic arginines (R, FGAR) or aspartic acids (D, FGAD) as seen in 120 Figure 1E . With these 14-amino acid nucleoporin-based peptides, we now analyze how single 121 amino acid substitutions can alter the selective binding and self-assembling capabilities of 122 individual FG-domains. 123 124
Characterization of charge presence on FG-mediated self-assembly 125
Before studying the selective recognition of the FG-based peptides, we first establish if the 126 peptides are capable of forming gels at a concentration relevant to intact nuclear pore complexes. 127
By measuring the mechanical properties of the peptide solutions, we can further understand how 128 charge affects FG-domain interactions. We used a concentration of 2% (w/v) for each of the 129 peptides, which corresponds to 28 mM concentrations of FG sequences, a value that is well 130 within estimations of FG sequences found in densely packed NPCs (18,32,33). To quantify 131 gelation, we measure the stiffness of the resulting material using small amplitude oscillatory 132 frequency sweeps. We report the storage (G') and loss (G") modulus of the peptide solution and 133 specify that a gel forms when G' is greater than G", which indicates successful self-assembly of 134 a stable network of peptides. The consensus peptide sequence of Nsp1 was unable to form a gel 135 and flowed when inverted, so it was not suitable for further analysis. For the simplified peptides, 136
we first establish that the reference peptide FGAK is able to form hydrogels with a stiffness of 137 10 4 Pa across the frequencies tested ( Figure 2A ). To ensure that the FG sequences are 138 responsible for the self-assembly process, we converted the hydrophobic phenylalanines to 139 serines (SGAK). With this substitution, the peptide solution remains in an aqueous phase and no 140 longer exhibits a dominant storage modulus ( Supplementary Figure 1 ), suggesting that 141 phenylalanine provides the necessary hydrophobic interactions for self-assembly. Reversing the 142 charge to glutamic acids (FGAE peptides) reveals that the gel-forming properties are maintained 143 with stiffness between 5-9 KPa at the frequencies tested ( Figure 2B ). To determine if the charge 144 is responsible for maintaining the hydrated state of the gel in the self-assembly process, we 145 compared the material to the solution of neutral FGAS peptides. Without the charge, FGAS 146 precipitates out of solution (data not shown). Together, these results indicate that the presence of 147 charge is essential in maintaining a hydrated network of FG sequences in self-assembly. 148
However, too much charge increases the solubility and prevents gelation, as seen with the 149 consensus sequence peptide. Without the presence of electrostatic repulsion within the gels, the 150 network collapses and forms a precipitate. Moreover, for this class of designed peptides, FG 151 sequences are essential for gelation, which is the same as for intact FG-nups (9,10). 152
153

Transport of NTF2 is asymmetric in cationic and anionic FG-based gels 154
To understand if the FG-based peptide gels are able to recapitulate the selective recognition 155
properties of the native FG-nups, we test for their ability to enrich and select for intact nuclear 156 transport receptors (NTRs) in an FG-dependent manner. As a model NTR, we choose NTF2 as it 157 contains an essential tryptophan (W7) that is required for binding to the FG-domains. By 158 substituting the tryptophan for an alanine (W7A) to ablate FG-binding capabilities(14), we can 159 determine if the FG-domains are available in the gel for NTR binding. First, we determine if the 160 positively charged FGAK gel is able to preferentially select for NTF2 compared to the W7A 161 mutant. To prepare gels for selective transport assays, we dissolve FGAK peptides at 2% (w/v) 162 as before and load the material into capillaries. Fluorescently labeled NTF2 or W7A is then 163 injected into the capillary and sealed to create a 1-D diffusion chamber where the diffusion 164 profile is monitored for up to 5 hours at one-minute intervals ( Figure 2C ). To quantify the 165 selective binding of the various transport receptors into gels, we estimate the effective diffusion 166 coefficient of the receptors in the gel using the time-evolving fluorescent profiles and the 167 maximum accumulation of the reporters at the interface as metrics for determining how well the 168 gel is able to differentiate between native NTF2 and W7A. Lower effective diffusivities and 169
higher accumulation indicate stronger interactions with the gel. 170
171
As seen in Figure 2D and F, the FGAK gel accumulates NTF2 at higher concentrations at the gel 172 interface compared to the W7A mutant. While accumulation at the interface is different, we find 173 the effective diffusivities to be similar ( Figure 2F ), suggesting that the favorable hydrophobic 174
interactions are weak and reversible, which is consistent with previous models of nuclear pore 175 transport. These experiments show that FGAK has a selective binding preference for NTF2 over 176 the W7A mutant, indicating that FG-domains are available and functional as a binding domain. It 177 also appears that the short peptide gels cannot recapitulate the unique facilitated diffusion 178
properties of the intact nuclear pore. For instance, native NTRs that are overall anionic and 179 hydrophobic are predicted to bind to and transport into overall cationic nucleoporin gels (21, 22) . 180
Since the peptides form fibers and sheets (Figure 2A -B) that are not observed in native 181 nucleoporin assemblies (24), they likely do not form the requisite saturated disordered matrix 182 that allows for exclusion of inert molecules that typically cannot transport through NPCs (9). 183
Nevertheless, the designed FGAK peptide has the sensitivity to recognize single hydrophobic 184 amino acid differences between NTF2 and W7A, which is a necessary first step for selective 185
To test if binding to NTRs is sensitive to charged residues neighboring the FG domain, we 188 determine if FGAE is able to recapitulate the same selective properties of FGAK, despite the 189 reversal of charge. As seen in Figure 2E -F, FGAE selects for NTF2 and W7A equally at the 190 interface and there is no significant difference in diffusion coefficients. These results indicate 191 FGAE is unable to differentiate between the native and mutant form of NTF2. Since FGAK and 192 FGAE exhibit different selective properties for NTF2 and W7A, we further investigate if the 193 asymmetry results from a structural issue or a charge based selective recognition. Figures 2A-B  194 show that FGAK and FGAE gels exhibit structural differences at the microscopic level (sheets 195 vs. fiber assembly) and macroscopic level (inset). It is possible that due to structural differences, 196 the FG sequences are not exposed and unavailable for binding by NTF2 in the FGAE gel. To test 197 if hydrophobic domains are accessible, we use Nile Red dye, which fluoresces within 198 hydrophobic environments. Supplementary Figure 2 shows that Nile Red fluorescence is 199 detected in both FGAK and FGAE gels, indicating that the uncharged hydrophobic dye is able to 200 interact with the FG-domains within the peptide-based gels despite the structural variation. These 201 results suggest that the lysine and glutamic acid are important in regulating the selective 202
properties of the FG sequences from a charge interaction perspective, as opposed to simply 203 altering the gel's microstructure. 204
Presence of charge regulates the selective recognition of FG-domains 206
Although NTRs such as Importinβ and NTF2 have well-characterized specificity for particular 207 FG-nup sequences, intact receptors contain multiple binding pockets with varying affinities and 208 charge distributions, or require dimerization for function, which complicates systematic analysis 209 of charge contribution. Hence, as a replacement for complex NTRs, we designed fluorescent 210 peptide reporters with defined spatial arrangements of charged and non-polar amino acids to 211 systematically test the contribution of charge in hydrophobic selectivity ( Figure 3B ). The first 212 two reporter peptides contain three phenylalanines for a hydrophobic tail that enable binding to 213 the FG sequences, but one contains an adjacent anionic sequence composed of glutamic acids 214 (termed Hydrophobic (-)), while the other contains cationic lysines (Hydrophobic (+)). As 215 controls, we engineered two more reporters where phenylalanines were converted to hydrophilic 216 asparagines (N), and termed Hydrophilic (-or +) and should not interact with FG-domains. To 217 confirm that the synthetic hydrophobic reporters are able to interact with the aromatic phenyl 218 group in FG domains in the gels independently of their charged domains, we used phenyl-219 sepharose columns to test for hydrophobic interactions. This assay has previously been 220 successful in isolating intact NTRs from cell lysate extracts (12). As seen in Supplementary 221 Using the FGAK gels, we first tested if the two hydrophobic fluorescent reporters demonstrate 227 different selective uptake into the gel. FGAK was dissolved at 2% (w/v), loaded into glass 228 capillaries, and bathed in a fluorescent reporter solution to test for selective binding. Reporters 229 were loaded into capillaries at 10 µM concentrations and interactions were monitored for five 230 hours at the buffer-gel interface. To quantify the selective binding of the various reporters into 231 the respective gels, we again estimate the effective diffusion coefficient of the reporters in the gel 232 and the maximum accumulation of the reporters at the interface as metrics for determining how 233 well the gel is able to differentiate between hydrophobic and charged domains in the reporters. 234
235 Figure 3C shows that the cationic FGAK gel interacts with the Hydrophobic (-) reporters, with 236 significant accumulation inside the gel. Quantifying the maximum concentration at the interface, 237 we see that there is approximately a 2-fold increased enrichment compared to the Hydrophilic (-) 238 reporter, which does not contain the hydrophobic tail. This result suggests that FG sequences in 239 FGAK recognize reporter phenylalanines when the reporter exhibits negative charge. The 240 contribution of hydrophobic interactions is further corroborated by the strong reduction in 241 effective diffusion coefficient from 7 µm 2 /min for Hydrophilic (-) down to below 1 µm 2 /min for 242 Hydrophobic (-), indicating that the hydrophobic interactions are able to induce tighter binding in 243 the context of electrostatic attraction. In fact, the interactions are so strong that the Hydrophobic 244 (-) reporters essentially do not diffuse over the five-hour period analyzed, suggesting that the 245 binding is irreversible. In contrast, when the reporters contain a cationic tail, we see that 246
Hydrophobic (+) and Hydrophilic (+) reporters diffuse into the gel with coefficients of 380 247 µm 2 /min and 2000 µm 2 /min, respectively. The Hydrophobic (+) reporters are able to bind 1.5 248 times above the original bath concentration at the interface whereas Hydrophilic (+) reporters 249 equilibrate with no discernible partitioning ( Figure 3D ). These results show that hydrophobic 250 interactions can occur under electrostatically repelling environments, but the interactions are 251 much weaker compared to the Hydrophobic (-) reporters. Moreover, by lowering the salt 252 concentrations from 200 mM NaCl to 20 mM to decrease electrostatic screening and increase 253 electrostatic repulsion, the accumulation at the interface decreases and the diffusion coefficient 254
shows a trend toward an increase ( Figure 3D) , indicating that the repulsion weakens the overall 255 strength of hydrophobic interactions with FG-domains. These results show that the lysines 256 confer upon FGAK gels the striking ability to distinguish between two substrates that contain the 257 same hydrophobic domain but with different surrounding charge types. In particular, the lysines 258 allows for increased binding to hydrophobic domains with neighboring anionic residues. 259
260
The analysis of the Nsp1 repeat consensus sequence ( Figure 1A-B ) suggests that the conserved 261 location of lysines within 2-3 amino acids from the FG sequences may be relevant for FG-262 mediated molecular recognition. To determine how the spatial localization of lysines affects FG 263 sequence differentiation between various hydrophobic domains, we tested if placing lysines 264 immediately adjacent to FG sequences (FGK), or moving them 3 amino acids away (FGA 2 K), 265 would affect the sequence's selectivity compared to the original arrangement in the FGAK 266 peptide. Using the same conditions as before, both peptides were dissolved at 2% (w/v). While 267 FGA 2 K peptides readily formed a stiff material and could be tested for selective uptake, the FGK 268 peptide gel is two orders of magnitude less stiff, flowed when inverted, and dispersed when 269 loading fluorescent reporters ( Figure 3A) . Therefore FGK could not be analyzed for transport 270 and the rest of the analysis will be a comparison on diffusion and accumulation between only 271 FGAK and FGA 2 K. As previously shown in Figure 3C and D, the FGAK gel selectively 272 enriched for the Hydrophobic (-) reporter but failed to uptake the Hydrophobic (+) reporter to the 273 same degree. When comparing the two anionic Hydrophobic (-) and Hydrophilic (-) reporters in 274 FGA 2 K, the diffusivity of Hydrophobic (-) is an order of magnitude lower compared to 275 Hydrophilic (-), showing that the combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic attraction 276 synergizes for strong binding. However, the max accumulation at the interface for the two 277 anionic reporters is similar, indicating FGA 2 K gel is unable to differentiate between the two 278 reporters to the same degree as the original FGAK gel ( Figure 3E ). For cationic reporters, the 279 Hydrophobic (+) peptide accumulates within the gel and has an order of magnitude lower 280 diffusivity compared to the Hydrophilic (+) reporter. Moreover, the accumulation of 281 Hydrophobic (+) reporters for FGA 2 K gels is higher compared to FGAK gels ( Figure 3F ). These interactions in determining hydrophobic FG-mediated selectivity. As a result, by increasing the 287 distance between charged residues and FG sequences, the FG sequences becomes less dependent 288 on the electrostatic profile surrounding the hydrophobic substrates during selective transport. 289 290
Charge reversal flips selectivity of FG-domains 291
Since lysines in the FGAK gel help FG sequences differentiate between reporters containing 292 anionic or cationic hydrophobic domains, we next asked if FG-mediated recognition could be 293 reversed by replacing lysines with anionic glutamic acids (FGAE). Using the same class of 294 fluorescent reporters, we find that the selectivity of FGAE gels is reversed from FGAK-gels 295 ( Figure 4A-D) . Again, the selectivity is a function of both hydrophobic and electrostatic 296 interactions as the Hydrophilic (+) reporters accumulated 2-fold less at the interface compared to 297 Hydrophobic (+) reporters ( Figure 4D ). Moreover, the diffusion coefficient for Hydrophobic (+) 298
is an order of magnitude lower than for Hydrophilic (+). Conversely, both Hydrophobic (-) and 299
Hydrophilic (-) reporters did not interact significantly with the gel and exhibited similar effective 300 diffusion coefficients, showing that electrostatic repulsion prevents hydrophobic interactions 301 with FG sequences. Together, these data suggest that charge proximal to FG sequences can tune 302 hydrophobic selectivity and that charge is essential in determining which hydrophobic moieties 303 FG sequences can recognize. 304 305
Sidechain biochemistry as a regulator of assembly 306
Lastly, we tested how sidechain biochemistry of charged amino acids affect FG sequence 307 function for both self-assembly and molecular recognition of transport molecules. From the Nsp1 308 consensus sequence analysis, we observed that the predominant cation is lysine rather than 309 arginine, suggesting that the two cations may not be treated equally. Similarly, glutamic acids are 310 conserved closer to FG sequences whereas aspartic acids appear closer to the central region of 311 the spacer sequences and are not as well conserved. To test the role of sidechain differences, we 312 first compare how FGAR gels compared to FGAK. In the diffusion assay, we find that FGAR 313 gels have similar uptake properties when compared to FGAK gels ( Figure 4A, E) , where the 314 Hydrophobic (-) reporter accumulates and interacts with the gel interface while the Hydrophobic 315 (+) reporter does not accumulate and instead diffuses near freely into the gel (Figure 4E and 4F) . 316
These data suggest that that from an electrostatic standpoint, arginines are just as capable as 317 lysines in helping FG sequences differentiate between various types of hydrophobic substrates. 318 However, mechanically, FGAR forms gels that exhibited an approximate stiffness of 2000 Pa 319 throughout the frequency sweep (Supplementary Figure 4C) , which is 4-fold more compliant 320 than FGAK gels. The changes in the mechanical properties of the FGAK and FGAR gels suggest 321 that the lysines and arginines may predominantly affect the structural self-assembly of FG-322 domains. Indeed, from TEM analysis, we find that FGAR form different structures compared to 323 Figure 4D) . To compare FGAD and FGAE gels, we find that FGAD 324 does not form a gel at the standard 2% (w/v) and forms no repeating structures (Supplementary 325 Figure 4A -B), suggesting that the small chemical changes between glutamic acid and aspartic 326 acid are able to transition the material from a selective gel to a viscous solution. Together, these 327 data show the detailed amino acid biochemistry, in addition to net charge, is an important 328 regulatory parameter in determining the structure of self-assembled FG-domains with minor 329 effects on selectivity. 330 331
FGAK (Supplementary
Tryptophan interactions are similarly modulated by electrostatics 332
An essential question in the selectivity of FG-domains is how generalizable the tunability of 333 hydrophobic selectivity is to other natural aromatic amino acids. In previous assays with the 334 designed reporters, we chose phenylalanines as the representative aromatic residue for 335 hydrophobic interactions with FG-domains. In native NTRs such as NTF2 and other transport 336 receptors, tryptophan is commonly used for the transient hydrophobic interactions required for 337 transport. To test if the electrostatic dependence still exists when phenylalanines are converted to 338 tryptophans, we compared two new hydrophobic reporters Hydrophobic (+W) and Hydrophobic 339 (-W) to the original hydrophobic phenylalanine reporters (now termed +F and -F, respectively, 340
for the hydrophobic residue). As seen in Figure 5 , the tryptophan reporters are modulated by electrostatic interaction in a similar manner to phenylalanine reporters. We find that the max 342 accumulated fluorescence at the interface and diffusion between Hydrophobic -F and -W 343 reporters are not significantly different ( Figure 5A ). For cationic reporters, when phenylalanines 344 (+F) are substituted for tryptophans (+W), the reporters exhibit similar max interface properties 345 but tryptophan (+W) reporters show a slight trend toward slower diffusion ( Figure 5B) , 346
indicating that although both aromatic residues can be modulated by electrostatic interactions, 347 choice of hydrophobic residue will have small but potentially significant differences in transport 348
properties. These results reveal that the phenomenon of electrostatic interactions regulating 349 hydrophobic interactions may be a generalizable phenomenon and is not restricted to sequences may acquire the astounding ability to distinguish a particular subset of hydrophobic 373 substrates using a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. Our data also imply 374 that substrate interaction with the FG-containing hydrogel is not a binary effect, but can be tuned 375 by the placement of charge surrounding FG domains to achieve a range of transport behaviors, 376 from complete retention at the interface to free diffusion through the hydrogel, as depicted 377 schematically in Figure 6 . 378
379
We recognize that although the peptides can answer questions on how the molecular recognition 380 of FG-sequences can be manipulated by the precise placement of charged amino acids, the short 381 peptide gels cannot recapitulate the unique facilitated diffusion properties of the intact nuclear 382 pore. This likely arises from structural differences, as short peptides form fibers and rods, which 383 are not observed and predicted in the native nuclear pore. Future work to address these 384 challenges include synthesizing longer peptides consisting of multiple consensus repeats to 385 determine how repeat number influences structure and selective recognition. Nevertheless, the 386 current peptides provide unique advantages that are absent in more complex and degenerate 387 systems. For instance, previous studies with intact nucleoporins containing multiple repeats of 388 FG-domains suggest that charge primarily plays a structural role in the cohesion of the self-389 assembled matrix (36), which results in altered selective properties of the gel. In contrast, 390 peptides with single repeats show that electrostatic interactions directly influence how biological 391 substrates interact with hydrophobic FG sequences for molecular recognition. FG-containing 392 peptides can capture at single amino acid resolution on how the interplay between hydrophobic 393 and electrostatic interactions. These results also support recent work where ImpB was recognized 394 to have varying binding capacities with synthetic FG-containing polyacrylamide gels depending 395 on the charged state of the material (37). We believe this is a useful approach that complements 396 other well-established methods used to understand the selective transport mechanism of NPCs 397 such as the in vivo minimal nuclear pore complex (18,19), gel and selectivity analysis of 398 individual nucleoporins (9-11,38), and binding interactions with surface-grafted nucleoporin 399 films (36,39-41). Moreover, we expect that this rational approach using conserved repeating 400 sequences can be expanded to further study other biological gel systems such as mucus, byssal difference between simulated and actual concentration profiles was the value reported; 465 minimization of error took place iteratively using a home-written modified gradient descent 466 algorithm. The time period from 150-250 minutes was generally used for fitting, but for 467 particularly fast-diffusing probes (D>1000 µm 2 /min) 50-150 or 30-130 minutes was used. The 468 earlier time period allowed for the fitting to take place before steady-state or pseudo-steady state 469 was reached, which was crucial for fitting to be precise. Code for the diffusion analysis is 470 provided in the supplementary materials. 471 472
Rheological Testing: 473
Experiments were performed on an Anton Paar MCR 302 Rheometer in a cone-plate geometry 474 with a 25mm diameter, 1 degree cone angle, and 51 micron truncation. The temperature was 475 maintained at 25C and evaporation controlled with an H2O-filled solvent trap. To identify the 476 linear regime, amplitude sweeps were conducted at ω = 10 rad/s from γ 0 = 0.01% to 100% 477 strain. In the linear regime, frequency sweeps were conducted using the previously determined 478 strain amplitude from ω = 100 rad/s to 0.1 rad/s. 479 GM008334. J.W. was supported in part by the National Science Foundation Graduate 503
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The authors declare no competing interests. hydrophobic substrates FG-domains can recognize and bind to. By moving charged residues 592 further away, the electrostatic effects will be less significant on FG-mediated self-assembly and 593 selective transport. 594
